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Abstract From a Service-Dominant Logic (S-DL) perspective,
employees constitute operant resources that firms can draw
to enhance the outcomes of innovation efforts. While research
acknowledges that frontline employees (FLEs) constitute,
through service encounters, a key interface for the transfer of
valuable external knowledge into the firm, the range of potential benefits derived from FLE-driven innovation deserves
more investigation. Using a sample of knowledge intensive
business services firms (KIBS), this study examines how the
collaboration with FLEs along the new service development
(NSD) process, namely FLE co-creation, impacts on service
innovation performance following two routes of different effects. Partial least squares structural equation modeling (PLSSEM) results indicate that FLE co-creation benefits the NS
success among FLEs and firm’s customers, the constituents
of the resources route. FLE co-creation also has a positive
effect on the NSD speed, which in turn enhances the NS quality. NSD speed and NS quality integrate the operational route,
which proves to be the most effective path to impact the NS
market performance. Accordingly, KIBS managers must
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value their FLEs as essential partners to achieve successful
innovation from an internal and external perspective, and develop the appropriate mechanisms to guarantee their effective
involvement along the NSD process.
Keywords Frontline employees . Knowledge intensive
business services . New service co-creation . New service
development speed . New service performance . New service
quality

Introduction
Both scholars and management practitioners acknowledge that
service innovation is of fundamental importance for the future
competitive strength and growth of modern economies, as the
service industry has gradually increased its contribution to the
output and employment of developed countries (Cadwallader
et al. 2010; Kuester et al. 2013; OECD 2012a, b). However,
service innovation efforts often fail and, hence, do not achieve
anticipated market and financial objectives (Cadwallader et al.
2010; Ottenbacher et al. 2006).
In response to this, an increasing body of research has
focused on drivers of new service (NS) success,1 although
empirical insights, when compared to the plethora of research
available on product innovation, are relatively limited
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From a broad perspective, service innovation involves the creation of
new or improved service offerings, service processes and service business
models. In this study, the terms service innovation and new service are
used without distinction meaning Ban offering not previously available to
a firm’s customers resulting from the addition of a service offering or
changes in the service concept that allow for the service offering to be
made available^ (Menor et al. 2002, p. 138).
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(Kuester et al. 2013; Lages and Piercy 2012). Nevertheless,
from the evidence available, the new service development
process (NSDP) is cited as a key controllable factor for firms
that can contribute significantly to service innovation success
(Kuester et al. 2013); therefore, implementation of the NSDP
has become of critical interest to service innovation researchers (Alam 2002, 2006, 2012; Johne and Storey 1998;
Storey and Hull 2010).
In this respect, recent studies explore the potential benefits
for service innovation success that derive from the collaboration of different actors in the NSDP, such as customers, employees, or commercial partners (Alam 2002, 2012; Kesting
and Ulhøi 2010; Melton and Hartline 2010, 2013; Ordanini
and Parasuraman 2011). The role of frontline employees
(FLEs), or those employees in direct contact with the firm’s
customers, has been the object of special attention. Through
service encounters, FLEs are in an optimal position to collect
information about customers’ preferences (Engen and
Magnusson 2015; Ye et al. 2012), and thereby they constitute
a key interface for the transfer of valuable external knowledge
into the NSDP (Atuahene-Gima 1996; Østergaarda et al. 2011).
Thus, the literature provides several examples of firms that have
taken advantage of FLEs’ potential to generate successful service innovation ideas, for example, Singapore Airlines,
Starbucks, Wal-Mart, and Tata Global Beverages in customer
service markets (Lages and Piercy 2012), or Accenture Limited, BT Global Services (Smith and Mindrum 2008), HCL
Technologies (Ramdas and Gajulapalli 2008), and RiteSolutions (Hoyt and Rao 2006) in business services markets.
Moreover, other studies, such as Melton and Hartline (2013)
and Ordanini and Parasuraman (2011), also illustrate the impact
on NS success of a more in-depth collaboration with FLEs
during the NSDP.
However, research on this topic remains scarce and is sometimes equivocal (Ordanini and Parasuraman 2011), as Bsome
recent empirical work has contradicted conceptual roles
assigned to FLEs by earlier researchers^ (Melton and Hartline
2013, p. 69). Though some studies support the beneficial impact of FLEs’ collaboration in the NSDP (Melton and Hartline
2010, 2013; Ordanini and Parasuraman 2011), others find little
empirical support (Ottenbacher et al. 2006) or argue that it
increases FLEs’ workload and prevents FLEs from acting as
catalysts for successful innovation (Johne and Storey 1998).
This discussion is also extended by consideration of the potential shortcomings of employee-driven innovation (Kesting and
Ulhøi 2010), and of the organizational conditions required for
FLEs’ successful participation in the NSDP (Cadwallader et al.
2010; Lages and Piercy 2012; Sørensen et al. 2013).
Nevertheless, the principles of Service-Dominant Logic (SDL) (Vargo and Lusch 2004, 2008) provide a conceptual
framework for supporting the benefits of FLEs’ engagement
in the NSDP. According to S-DL, service innovation is based
on the joint application of competences (i.e., knowledge and
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skills) by the firm and any other relevant actors (e.g., customers, employees, or business partners) (Lusch et al. 2007;
Ordanini and Parasuraman 2011). Therefore, the knowledge
and skills of FLEs transform them into valuable operant resources (resources capable of producing effects by acting on
other resources) that firms can draw to enhance not only their
innovation capability but also their service innovation performance (Edvardsson et al. 2012; Melton and Hartline 2010,
2013; Ordanini and Parasuraman 2011). Thus, FLEs’ collaboration throughout the NSDP allows the transfer of FLEs’
specific knowledge to the firm and supports the deployment
of their skills, in this way becoming a significant key driver of
the NS success.
In this context, innovation studies that apply an S-DL approach use the term innovation co-creation to refer to the
participation of customers, employees, or business partners
in the creation of the core offering (Hoyer et al. 2010; O’Hern
and Rindfleisch 2010). In other words, the term innovation cocreation describes the engagement process undertaken in the
Bproviders’ sphere^ (Grönroos and Voima 2013) to jointly
design or co-produce (Lusch et al. 2007) the value proposition
with customers, employees, and/or business partners. Accordingly, in our study, innovation co-creation is defined as a collaborative activity in the development of new products or new
services in which one or more agents who are not directly
linked to the firm’s internal R&D (such as customers, business
partners, or employees) actively contribute to the process by
providing and selecting different attributes of the new offer
(Hoyer et al. 2010; O’Hern and Rindfleisch 2010). Likewise,
the term FLE co-creation is used to refer to the FLEs’ collaboration in the joint production process of an NS. Thus, FLE
co-creation involves the joint work of FLEs with the firm’s
internal R&D/development team to integrate FLEs’ knowledge and expertise into the NSDP, from the initial idea selection to the market launch of the NS. In this way, the research
acknowledges that FLEs constitute a relevant knowledge interface for the organization, and that FLE co-creation constitutes a key knowledge transfer mechanism for supporting successful service innovation (Melton and Hartline 2013;
Ordanini and Parasuraman 2011).
The main objective of this research, anchored in both the SDL and the service innovation literature, is to provide a more
in-depth understanding of the benefits of FLE co-creation to
NS success. To achieve this objective, we develop and test a
theoretical model in a business service context that includes
different NS performance criteria, as well as the relationships
among these variables along two different routes of effects. In
this way, our research offers four important contributions.
First, this study contributes to prior research that models
FLEs as a key knowledge interface for service innovation
success by examining the collaboration of FLEs throughout
the entire NSDP, that is, from NS idea generation to market
launch (Melton and Hartline 2010, 2013; Ordanini and
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Parasuraman 2011). Thus, using the S-DL framework, we
consider FLEs to be valuable operant resources that provide
useful knowledge and skills for defining a customer-centric
service offering (Lusch et al. 2007). FLE co-creation, accordingly, is approached as an encompassing and integrative activity of FLEs’ potential in the overall service innovation process. Our conceptualization of FLE co-creation as the comprehensive engagement of FLEs across all the NSDP stages
expands the understanding of FLEs’ role in service
innovation.
Second, this study answers calls in the literature for more
robust and comprehensive models for investigating the effects
of employee-driven service innovation (Kesting and Ulhøi
2010; Melton and Hartline 2013; Menor et al. 2002). We examine, for the first time, the impact of FLE co-creation on
internal and external service innovation performance measures (Hoyer et al. 2010; Umashankar et al. 2011). From an
internal perspective, focusing on project work execution, our
research explores the impact of FLE co-creation on NSD
speed and NS quality, two key operational outcomes of the
service innovation process (Atuahene-Gima 2003; Carbonell
et al. 2009) that affect innovation success (McNally
et al. 2011) and not previously considered in an FLE cocreation context. Also adopting an internal perspective, the
investigation analyzes NS success among the FLEs themselves,
that is, the extent to which FLEs’ collaboration in NS cocreation is a stimulus for FLEs in terms of satisfaction, creativity, commitment to the organization, and generation of common
knowledge (FLE outcomes). Prior research indicates that FLEs’
satisfaction, empowerment, and commitment are crucial to their
adoption of an innovative role (Lages and Piercy 2012;
Ordanini and Parasuraman 2011; Sørensen et al. 2013), but
the potential motivating benefits of treating FLEs as operant
resources are still underexplored (Umashankar et al. 2011).
From an external perspective, NS outcomes are captured by
the perceived benefits of the NS among customers (customer
outcomes) and the NS performance in terms of sales, market
share, and profits relative to the firm’s objectives (NS market
performance). The explicit consideration for the first time in the
literature of customer-related outcomes (Lages and Piercy
2012) enlarges our understanding of FLE co-creation effects
under the customer-centric perspective suggested by S-DL.
Third, our model expands on the Ordanini and
Parasuraman (2011) and Melton and Hartline (2013) framework, exploring two routes of FLE co-creation effects. The
routes allow a deeper understanding of (1) how the NS performance measures interrelate, (2) the indirect effects of FLE
co-creation, and (3) the relative importance of each path for
achieving NS market performance (Fig. 1). The path labeled
as resources route, following the S-DL consideration of FLEs
and customers as operant resources, is inspired by the ServiceProfit Chain Model (Heskett et al. 1994). The path designated
as operational route (Fig. 1) provides further empirical
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evidence on the impact of NSD speed on NS quality, which
has been widely discussed in the literature (Stanko et al.
2012), although it has not been previously analyzed in the
NS co-creation context (Carbonell et al. 2009).
Finally, by using a sample of knowledge-intensive business
services (KIBS), the study contributes to the literature on service innovation success in business markets, which, despite the
increasing importance of business services, has been
overlooked in previous research (Weissenberger-Eibl and Koch
2007). KIBS are expert,2 private companies or organizations
that rely heavily upon the professional knowledge of their
workforce to provide specialized, intermediate services to the
business processes of other organizations, including private and
public sector customers (Miles 2005; Miozzo and Grimshaw
2005; Viljamaa et al. 2010). The study of service innovation
success in KIBS is of particular interest due to the strong impact
of KIBS’ successful innovation in their customer firms’ operations (Murray et al. 2009), and the competitiveness of developed economies (European Commission 2012). Thus, KIBS
are innovative firms which also serve as carriers of innovation
within the economy, contributing significantly to growth and
innovation in the service sector (Javalgi et al. 2011; Shearmur
and Doloreux 2013; Tai-Shan et al. 2013).
Moreover, labor qualification is the dominant factor for the
service provision in KIBS (Miles 2005), which enlarges the
potential contribution of FLE co-creation to these firms’ service innovation success. Hence, KIBS develop consulting services where knowledge is the basic Binput^ (Strambach 2008).
Accordingly, typical FLEs in KIBS are consultants who
achieve a high degree of professional knowledge, that is,
Bknowledge or expertise related to a specific (technical) discipline or (technical) functional-domain^ (Hertog 2000, p.
505) that is adapted to the customer firms’ needs in a
problem-solving process. By doing so, FLEs in KIBS involve
an in-depth interaction with the firms’ customers, leading to a
cumulative learning process (Strambach 2008) that reinforces
their value as key operant resources in service innovation.
Additionally, to achieve the right transfer of knowledge for
an optimal problem solution in service encounters, FLEs in
KIBS usually need to develop non-routine activities and complex operations of an intellectual nature (de Brentani and
Ragot 1996; Løwendahl 2005; Strambach 2008). FLEs in
2
Typical KIBS sectors comprise hardware consultancy; software consultancy and supply; data processing; architectural and engineering activities
and related technical consultancy; legal, accounting, book-keeping, and
auditing activities; tax consultancy; market research and public opinion
polling; and business and management consultancy. Some examples of
KIBS firms include the Nielsen Company, Oracle Corporation, Fluor
Corporation, and the aforementioned Accenture Limited, BT Global Services, HCL Technologies, and Rite-Solutions. Therefore, usual FLEs in
KIBS are engineers, software developers, accountants, lawyers, auditors,
architects, marketers, etc. Consulting services provided by KIBS sometimes lead to the development of new product solutions, as for example, a
construction project developed by an engineering consultancy firm.
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Fig. 1 Theoretical framework and hypotheses

KIBS, therefore, enjoy a higher degree of autonomy and empowerment than typical FLEs in the service context, facilitating their ability to take on an innovative role within the organization, and supporting their active collaboration NS cocreation (Ordanini and Parasuraman 2011; Sørensen et al.
2013).
The article is structured as follows. First, we review the
literature on the FLEs’ role in service innovation and investigate how the S-DL framework is applicable in the service
innovation domain. Next, following the resources and operational routes, our study analyzes the potential effects of FLE
co-creation on various NS performance indicators, as well as
the interrelationships among them. In the empirical section,
we introduce the methodology used in our research and present the findings. Finally, the article concludes with a discussion of the theoretical and managerial implications of this
investigation, subsequently debating the limitations of the
study and proposing future research opportunities.

Theoretical framework and hypotheses
FLEs roles in service innovation
Kesting and Ulhøi (2010) emphasize that all employees, in
any organization, have hidden abilities for innovation and
therefore typically constitute an underutilized innovation resource. These abilities are also reinforced by the fact that employees, during their daily activities, acquire exclusive and
highly context-dependent knowledge, which managers often
do not possess, and that can be exploited for the benefit of the

firm in innovation processes. Innovations, accordingly, can
emerge from any Bordinary^ employee. However, the literature on service innovation also argues that in service organizations, as a logical consequence of how services are produced, delivered, and consumed, FLEs interact with the firm’s
customers on a regular basis and, in this way, they are in a
privileged position for collecting, filtering, and translating
useful customer information to identify uncovered market
needs and anticipate future market trends (Bateson 2002;
Lages and Piercy 2012; Melton and Hartline 2010, 2013;
Schneider and Bowen 1984; van der Heijden et al. 2013). In
this respect, Sørensen et al. (2013, p. 1446) define the service
encounter-based innovation as Binnovation that develops from
ideas, knowledge, or practices derived (one way or another)
from frontline service employees’ meetings with users in the
service delivery process.^ Thus, FLEs through service encounters can proactively ask consumers about their service
experience and practices (van der Heijden et al. 2013; Ye
et al. 2012) and obtain valuable insights from customer preferences and from future service improvement. Similarly, FLEs
are, in many cases, the first to identify and repair service
failures, actions that may also constitute the cornerstone of
future required service innovations (Santos-Vijande et al.
2013a; Jayasimha et al. 2007; van der Heijden et al. 2013).
FLEs thus constitute a key mechanism for accumulating experience and knowledge about customers, as well as becoming a key source of creative ideas for steering the design of
future service innovations (Melton and Hartline 2010, 2013).
Moreover, FLEs also accumulate supply-side knowledge
(Magnusson 2009), that is, knowledge relative to their work
domain and procedures that is extremely valuable for
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understanding how NS ideas can be implemented in practice.
FLEs, therefore, are capable of looking at the NS idea from the
company’s perspective in terms of feasibility, including both
technical and organizational issues (Engen and Magnusson
2015), which enriches their contribution to the service innovation process. In sum, FLEs constitute an essential source of
information needed to direct the design and implementation of
new core and augmented services, and in this way have a key
role in service innovation success.
The important role that FLEs play in service innovation is
reinforced in KIBS, because these firms rely strongly on professional knowledge and skills that are deeply embodied in
human capital (Cavusgil et al. 2003; Freel 2006; Nätti and
Ojasalo 2008). Accordingly, FLEs in KIBS are highly qualified, usually experienced professionals who achieve a high
level of personal interaction with the firm’s customers, linking
their respective professional and industry-specific knowledge
in order to provide complex services (Thakor and Kumar
2000). These practices increase the opportunity for FLEs to
become the employees most familiar with the market’s latent
needs and to envision future service innovations (de Brentani
and Ragot 1996). Furthermore, FLEs in KIBS possess the
expert knowledge that ultimately determines the quality of
the service provided, and that is crucial for the design of comprehensive innovations for the market (Landry et al. 2012;
Sørensen et al. 2013). In this context, FLEs’ human capital
represents a key strategic asset in KIBS that is increasingly
required to take part in the creation of service innovations
(Corrocher et al. 2009).
In the discussion of FLEs’ roles in service innovation,
Sørensen et al. (2013) propose a categorization of service
Bencounter-based^ innovation processes that involves two
broad approaches: (1) a top-down push approach, wherein
the NS development is intentionally initiated by senior management, marketing, and/or R&D departments, building from
FLEs’ ideas but maintaining consistency with the organization’s strategic concerns, and (2) a bottom-up pull approach,
which means that the NS arises from FLEs’ creative practices
in a problem-solving context. The latter involves practicebased adjustments, which mostly require small changes that
need to be recognized and accepted at the organizational level
(which usually takes place retrospectively) to develop them
further and to reproduce them as innovations in new
situations.
FLEs’ input is relevant for service innovation in both
Bencounter-based^ processes (Sørensen et al. 2013). Thus,
an NS strategically initiated and controlled by managers in
back offices (top-down push approach) is developed because
users ask FLEs for new or improved services and/or because
FLEs detect a new demand or identify a new potential service
idea. Similarly, service practice–based innovations clearly depend on FLEs’ creativity. Engen and Magnusson (2015) contribute to the categorization of service encounter-based
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innovation processes by observing that service Bad hoc innovations,^ defined as Ba solution to a particular problem posed
by a given client^ (Gallouj and Weinstein 1997, p. 549), are
not the result of a top-down planned strategic process, but may
involve the commitment of a significant amount of organizational resources. In these cases, ad hoc innovations must be
accepted by managers in back offices, as they are in control of
the organizational resources to implement these ideas and can
evaluate their compliance with the firm’s strategic objectives.
Accordingly, service innovation derived from service encounters may be planned and structured, non-intentional or nonsystematized, or both (Engen and Magnusson 2015).
Some examples in the KIBS context illustrate the FLEs’
input in service encounter-based innovation.3 Futuver is a
mid-size Spanish firm that provides a wide range of management and information technology consulting services. A decade ago, Futuver’s FLEs detected a gap in the software tools
for project management that were available in the market;
these tools did not incorporate the procedures established by
the most popular quality management standard prevailing at
that time, the norm ISO 9001:2000. Almost at the same time,
one of the firm’s customers, Prodintec, an innovation and
technology center, raised the need to have a specific tool for
management of research, development, and innovation
(R&D&I) projects that would be in line with the prevailing
Spanish quality management standards in the innovation domain, the family of norms UNE 166000:2006. Therefore,
Futuver’s FLEs quickly envisioned the possibility of developing a new software tool to facilitate management of the organization’s projects. The tool would incorporate quality management principles and, moreover, would be specially adapted
for development of R&D&I activities. The NS idea was initially analyzed by Futuver’s senior management, who approved its implementation as it was aligned with the firm’s
competitive strategy. In this way, based in FLEs’ ideas,
Futuver initiated a top-down push, encounter-based innovation processes that concluded with the market launch of one of
the firm’s core services, IDINET®.
In a similar vein, Fluor Corporation (one of the world’s
leading engineering, procurement, construction, maintenance,
and project management companies) followed a top-down
push approach for the development of two new supplementary
services (Lovelock and Wright 2001) that extend the core
engineering consulting services provided by the firm. Thus,
from FLEs’ ideas, the firm designed two different software
tools that allow measurement of (1) the safety level in any
engineering project at any time, even though there are no
accidents/incidents (BSafety Management Database^), and
(2) the management of unexpected changes in projects,

3
Further details of these case studies are available from the authors upon
request.
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avoiding delays and conflicts with the customer firm
(BChange Management Tool^).
On the other hand, ITK Ingeniería, an engineering and
consultancy services firm that operates in the energy sector
(among others), developed an ad hoc innovation that can be
reproduced in new situations. Thus, one of ITK’s customers,
E.ON Spain (a division of the E.ON Group, which is one of
the world’s largest investor-owned energy suppliers) faced
the need to revamp a spillway gate at an old dam, preferably
without dewatering the reservoir so that they could avoid loss
of revenue. E.ON Spain’s first solution idea was to work
underwater. Although this approach initially sounded feasible, after further detailed study of the problem ITK’s FLEs
identified several difficulties and disadvantages related to
costs and security of working conditions. However, ITK’s
FLEs devised a new technical solution: a method that avoided
dewatering the reservoir and that also allowed significant improvement in safety, quality, and environmental protection.
After a detailed evaluation of the NS idea, ITK’s senior management approved the new project. A key feature of the final
solution achieved is its suitability to be used in any dam with
a similar configuration of spillways.
S-DL and service innovation
Prior research has analyzed service innovation mainly from an
assimilation approach, assuming that innovation drivers are
similar in the product and service contexts and, to a lesser
extent, from a demarcation approach, assuming that services
are a special type of goods (i.e., intangible goods, with distinctive features), which limits generalization of the results
(Ordanini and Parasuraman 2011). Both approaches, in any
case, are inspired in a goods-dominant logic, as the service
concept and its innovation process are inherently subordinated
to physical goods (Michel et al. 2008; Ordanini and
Parasuraman 2011; Skålén et al. 2015).
However, the S-DL (Vargo and Lusch 2004, 2008) provides
a new framework for studying service innovation that builds
from three basic premises: (1) service is the central mechanism
for economic exchange, that is, service is exchanged by service;
(2) service is based on the joint application of specialized competences (i.e., skills and knowledge) by the firm and any other
relevant actors (e.g., customers, employees, or business partners), which represents a shift from static resources (such as
plants and equipment) to dynamic or operant resources (people’s knowledge and skills) (Edvardsson et al. 2012; Lusch
et al. 2007); and (3) service is provided directly to other market
participants or is provided indirectly through tangible goods
(Vargo and Lusch 2004). Accordingly, both services and tangible goods can be understood as a constellation of resources and
can therefore be encompassed under S-DL principles, which
provides a synthesis approach for examining service innovation
(Drejer 2004; Ordanini and Parasuraman 2011; Skålén et al.
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2015). From this perspective, service innovation is defined as
the result of the integration of operant resources in order to
provide new or enhanced value propositions from the customers’ viewpoint (Skålén et al. 2015).
In this way, the principles of S-DL (Vargo and Lusch 2004,
2008) offer a conceptual framework for supporting the suitability of FLEs’ active collaboration in service innovation development from their consideration as relevant operant resources.
Thus, from the S-DL perspective, operant resources are the
fundamental source of competitive advantage (Vargo and
Lusch 2004) as they Benable firms to make value propositions^
(Karpen et al. 2012, p. 29) and, therefore, to innovate providing
NS solutions. Following this line, Melton and Hartline (2013,
p. 68) state that Ba firm achieves competitive advantage as a
function of how well it uses its operant resources to respond to
needs of the market relative to how other firms use their operant
resources.^ The inseparability of most services, which involves
intense supplier–customer interactions during simultaneous
production and consumption processes, allows FLEs to collect
relevant knowledge about the service itself and the customers’
preferences. The knowledge and skills of individual employees
transform them into valuable operant resources on which firms
can draw to enhance their ability to provide novel value propositions adapted to market needs and to improve NS performance (Edvardsson et al. 2012; Melancon et al. 2010; Melton
and Hartline 2010, 2013; Ordanini and Parasuraman 2011).
In other words, service innovation is based on the continuous renewal, creation and transformation of key information
and knowledge (Ordanini and Parasuraman 2011), and the
collaboration of FLEs in the various stages of the NSDP contributes to the process becoming a significant driver of service
innovation success. Thus, FLE co-creation allows transfer of
FLEs’ customer and market knowledge to the firm and the
deployment of their skills in the NSDP, thereby building
firm’s adaptive and absorptive competences that yield to superior service innovation performance (Lusch et al. 2007;
Melancon et al. 2010; Melton and Hartline 2013; Ordanini
and Parasuraman 2011). From an S-DL perspective, FLEs
not only constitute a valuable source of NS ideas but also
are critical actors to jointly collaborate along the NSDP with
the firm’s internal development team.
In the case of both Fluor and Futuver, the internal team
responsible for the development of new software tools was
integrated by software developers. In the case of ITK, the
R&D department was in charge of new engineering consultancy projects. FLEs at Fluor and ITK were primarily consultant engineers; Futuver’s FLEs mainly include process management, quality, and innovation consultants. In all three
firms, FLEs actively worked with their respective development teams to achieve joint production of service innovations
and to facilitate their market launch. To this end, FLEs kept
frequent meetings and participated in joint tasks with the
team’s members, and were consulted on a regular basis about
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the NS. In this way, Futuver’s and Fluor’s FLEs participated
actively in the design of all utilities of the new software tools
developed in each firm. ITK’s FLEs engaged in the calculation of the costs and the economic viability of the project, as
well as in the development of the complex engineering design
and the construction activities required by the NS. In all cases
FLEs offered guidance and engaged in the commercialization
of the service innovations becoming their first advocates.
Despite the S-DL consideration of FLEs as operant resources that can serve as a critical source of innovation knowledge, to become valuable operant resources, FLEs need to be
empowered and enjoy a supportive and participative work environment that does not penalize them for failed ideas
(Ordanini and Parasuraman 2011). In this respect, Cadwallader
et al. (2010) demonstrate that motivation at different levels
(e.g., task autonomy or role clarity) exerts a significant direct
and indirect effect on FLEs’ engagement in service innovation
implementation. Similarly, Lages and Piercy (2012) prove the
importance of perceived organizational support in fostering the
FLEs’ generation of ideas for service improvement. Sørensen
et al. (2013) conclude that FLEs’ ability to act as corporate
entrepreneurs depends on how effectively organizations facilitate creativity by means of an adequate front-office innovation
climate, and how capably they integrate the results of this creativity (innovative ideas or practices) through adequate organizational support systems. Likewise, Engen and Magnusson
(2015) reinforce the importance of middle management roles
in facilitating FLEs’ ability to create NS ideas and to engage in
service firms’ innovative processes.
In the case of KIBS, FLEs rely on their professional experience and expertise when they respond to customers’ problems, and in so doing they enjoy a relatively autonomous
status that empowers them to make decisions for solving customer problems. For this reason, in these firms it is common to
find sector-wide codes of ethical behavior, instituted to prevent opportunism in the necessary autonomy of professional
practices (de Brentani and Ragot 1996; Løwendahl 2005).
KIBS firms are also fully aware that the continued involvement and commitment of FLEs, as the persons whose vision
and specialized capability support the professional service, is
critical to assure the firms’ continued creativity and reputation
for expertise (de Brentani and Ragot 1996). Accordingly,
FLEs in KIBS receive special consideration and support as
key resources (Corrocher et al. 2009) in order to facilitate
the transfer of knowledge and the firm’s innovation capability
(Cavusgil et al. 2003). Higher levels of autonomy and empowerment of FLEs in KIBS, together with the special consideration that these employees receive as key organizational resources, can facilitate FLEs’ greater willingness to collaborate
in service innovation, and guarantee the effectiveness of FLE
co-creation practices. In any case, it is crucial for KIBS firms
to develop a strong management commitment toward the cocreation capabilities of FLEs as an important antecedent of
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FLEs’ predisposition to participate in the NSD process (Santos-Vijande et al. 2013b).
The previous discussion of the potential benefits of FLE cocreation, together with the S-DL framework for service innovation analysis, affirms FLEs as key operant resources that accumulate valuable skills and external market knowledge in order to
uncover market needs and anticipate future market trends. Accordingly, FLE co-creation activities can be expected to allow
design of a more successful NS offering in the marketplace, in
terms of sales, profits, and market share. Thus, we hypothesize:
H1: FLE co-creation directly and positively affects NS
market outcomes.
In this sense, the three firms participating in the case studies
agreed that FLE co-creation was beneficial for NS market
performance. Fluor also underlined the positive impact of
FLE co-creation on the perceived benefits of the service innovations among customers (customer outcomes); thus, the new
software tools for project management contributed significantly to the provision of added value for the firm’s customers, as
well as to the firm's commercial image and market leadership.
Futuver emphasized the benefits of FLE co-creation in terms
of the technical and functional quality (NS quality) achieved
by IDINET®, which is currently used by more than 2000
organizations in different countries. ITK highlighted the reduction in NS costs and time to market (NSD speed) achieved
through FLE co-creation. In all cases, the firms underlined the
motivating effects of co-creation practices among their FLEs
(FLE outcomes). Accordingly, the next section discusses further benefits of FLE co-creation and the interrelationships
among the NS performance measures considered.
The resources route
FLE co-creation and FLE outcomes
The literature suggests that FLE co-creation improves FLEs’
positive attitudes toward innovation, as well as their satisfaction
with the NS and their commitment to the firm (Melton and
Hartline 2010, 2013). Thus, as service innovation affects FLEs’
roles, requiring in many cases changes in behavior and the development of new knowledge (Cadwallader et al. 2010), the
collaboration of FLEs in the NSDP allows a strong involvement
with service innovation from its initial stages and helps reduce
resistance to the Bunknown^ (Nijhof et al. 2002). In this way, the
firm can achieve ready internal adoption of service innovation
due to FLEs’ favorable perceptions of the innovation process
and the service innovation (Korhonen and Kaarela 2011).
Additionally, although innovation activities are primarily the
responsibility of a small group of individuals in most organizations (top managers and/or R&D personnel), and the majority of
Bordinary^ employees are typically excluded from these
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activities (Kesting and Ulhøi 2010), modern firms must understand that employees want to be recognized as valuable organizational resources, with the ability to actively engage in the
firm’s operations and to contribute, with their own expertise,
creativity and professional talent, to the improvement of firms’
processes (Cadwallader et al. 2010). Therefore, soliciting FLEs’
input in the service innovation process is likely to have a strong
motivating effect on FLEs by enhancing their perceptions of the
extent to which the firm values their contributions (Bell and
Menguc 2002; Umashankar et al. 2011). FLE co-creation can
also help to attract and retain the best human talent, due to the
satisfaction created by the possibility of collaborating in the
firm’s innovative activities (Kesting and Ulhøi 2010; Melton
and Hartline 2013; Umashankar et al. 2011). Such reasoning
may be especially true in advanced business services that are
characterized by a high proportion of professionally qualified
staff (Korhonen and Kaarela 2011; Rubalcaba et al. 2008).
Based on the benefits of FLE co-creation that have been
discussed, we expect that the NS obtained from the cocreation process helps to improve FLEs’ satisfaction and serves
as a stimulus to FLEs, to the extent that it incorporates their
inputs. Similarly, the NS is expected to foster FLEs’ creativity
and commitment to the organization throughout a more satisfactory implementation process. We also understand that the
NS obtained from FLE co-creation practices can help to increase FLEs’ motivation, which is understood as the Bdegree
to which a person wants and chooses to engage in specified
behaviors^ (Cadwallader et al. 2010, p. 220), to develop the
firm’s common knowledge valuable for service innovation. In
this study, these variables are referred to as FLE outcomes. For
this reason, we state that:

Second, FLEs in service organizations are the first to identify
and make adjustments to avoid potential service failures,
which in turn can provide the basis for needed future innovations (Santos-Vijande et al. 2013a; Jayasimha et al. 2007).
Accordingly, with their knowledge and experience, FLEs’
collaboration in the NSDP can contribute to enhancing customers’ utility when they adopt the service innovation and
facilitate the anticipation of potential problems with the NS.
Moreover, FLE co-creation also allows improvements in
the NS delivery process, by early incorporation of other relevant information. Thus, FLE co-creation can help firms to
estimate the extent to which the NS fits their existing human
resources and, thereby, to identify the employee training needs
that may be required to construct the knowledge and skills
necessary for making full use of the service (Schneider and
Bowen 1984), and to facilitate a more successful service experience from the customer’s viewpoint. In other words, FLEs
influence the customer experience on a daily basis, and they
usually play a key role as the driving force behind successful
service encounters. It is crucial that FLEs have an adequate
knowledge base for successful provision processes (Melancon
et al. 2010), as well as upgrading their competence when it is
required by the NS. This process can be more precisely anticipated when FLE co-creation takes place.
Finally, FLE co-creation favors FLEs’ adoption of the service
innovation, leading to a much stronger commitment to the service provision process (Korhonen and Kaarela 2011). In sum,
FLE co-creation is expected to have a favorable impact on
customer-related performance indicators such as customer satisfaction, loyalty, and other perceived benefits, which are designated in this research as customer outcomes. We therefore posit:

H2: FLE co-creation directly and positively affects FLE
outcomes.

H3: FLE co-creation directly and positively affects customer
outcomes.

FLE co-creation and customer outcomes

FLE outcomes and customer outcomes

The firm’s FLEs accumulate increasingly sophisticated skills,
which make them valuable resources for guiding the innovation development processes by making collaborative use of
their market knowledge and skills (Kesting and Ulhøi 2010).
This is especially true in KIBS firms because of the professional qualifications of their FLEs.
Indeed, the involvement of FLEs in the process of developing service innovations can provide the firm’s customers
with various types of benefits. First, being in direct contact
with customers, FLEs are an invaluable source of information
about latent market needs. The firm can then anticipate the
development of high added-value innovations (Cadwallader
et al. 2010; Jayasimha et al. 2007; Østergaarda et al. 2011),
which will be quickly accepted and adopted by customers
(Melton and Hartline 2010; Schneider and Bowen 1984).

The services literature suggests that FLEs play a key role in
customer satisfaction (Clark et al. 2009; Gwinner et al. 2005;
Hennig-Thurau et al. 2006; Marinova et al. 2008; Ye et al.
2007). Hence, in service contexts FLEs Bare the service^
(Zeithaml et al. 2009, p. 352), and they constitute a critical
factor for the successful NS implementation. Additionally, the
literature establishes that Bservice innovations will succeed
only insofar as the employees embrace, execute, and promote
them^ (Cadwallader et al. 2010, p. 220). Therefore, FLEs’
satisfaction with and commitment to the NS are essential for
enhancing the NS benefits perceived by customers (Melton
and Hartline 2010), as is also contended by the Service-Profit
Chain model (Heskett et al. 1994). Accordingly, it is expected
that the greater the FLE outcomes, the greater the extent of their
contribution to creating satisfied customers and building long-
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term customer relationships (Umashankar et al. 2011). This link
should be especially relevant in complex professional business
services, as FLEs are determinants for the explanation and adaptation of service innovations for the customers, contributing
in this way to the NS provision of added value (Rubalcaba et al.
2008). Therefore, it is expected that higher FLE outcomes will
help to improve customer outcomes:
H4: FLE outcomes directly and positively affect customer
outcomes.

Customer outcomes and NS market performance
The Service-Profit Chain model (Heskett et al. 1994) suggests
that profit and growth in service firms are stimulated primarily
by customer loyalty, which is a direct result of customer satisfaction. The underlying rationale to this relationship is that
higher customer satisfaction levels lead to increased loyalty
and lower price sensibility, which respectively reinforce future
repurchase intentions and allow for higher prices. Satisfaction
also results in an enhanced overall reputation of the firm that
favors long-term relationships. Following this rationale, Bernhardt et al. (2000), using longitudinal analysis from a chain of
fast-food restaurants, prove that customer satisfaction leads to a
firm’s higher profits. Similarly, Chi and Gursoy (2009) and Yee
et al. (2008) find empirical evidence in the hospitality industry
that supports this relationship. Accordingly, it is expected that
this effect also occurs in the service innovation context, and that
customer outcomes lead to higher NS market performance
(Prahalad and Krishnan 2008). Prior research in the business
services literature also provides empirical evidence to support
this relationship (Santos-Vijande et al. 2012, 2013b). Therefore:
H5: Customer outcomes directly and positively affect the
NS market performance.

The operational route
FLE co-creation and NSD speed
Innovation speed reflects the firm’s capability to accelerate the
NSDP (Chen et al. 2005), and it constitutes a key mechanism for
achieving competitive advantage, as it enables greater responsiveness to user needs (Umashankar et al. 2011). Johne and
Storey (1998) find that effective collaboration with service employees increases the NSD speed. Melton and Hartline (2010)
provide compelling empirical evidence regarding the shortening
effect on the NSDP of FLE co-creation. Thus, FLEs contribute
appropriate ideas to meet customers’ needs from the initial
stages of the NSDP, avoiding later delays due to re-definition
of service features. FLE co-creation can also reinforce the
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motivation and commitment of these employees to the NS
(Umashankar et al. 2011), as well as their willingness to adopt
and recommend the service innovation (Cadwallader et al.
2010). This facilitates the NS launch process and shortens the
NS time to market. In this respect, when the service is complex,
as with KIBS firms, the service supplier role is of vital importance to facilitate the customers’ adoption of the service innovation (Crosby et al. 1990). This means that FLEs involved in the
NS co-creation are in an optimal position to explain service
innovations to customers, and to facilitate the commercialization
of the NS. Based on the above arguments we expect that:
H6: FLE co-creation directly and positively affects NSD
speed.

FLE co-creation and NS quality
Service quality reflects the extent to which the service meets
customers’ expectations (Zeithaml 1987). Grönross (1982)
identifies two main dimensions of service quality: technical
quality (Bwhat^ is provided, or outcome), and functional quality (Bhow^ it is provided, or process). Melton and Hartline
(2010) contend that FLEs hold a unique position from which
to obtain insights into customers’ preferences and to determine the most suitable service delivery processes from the
customer’s viewpoint. FLEs therefore constitute a key resource for identifying customers’ needs (Ordanini and
Parasuraman 2011) and define both the firm’s core and support service attributes from a market value perspective
(Cadwallader et al. 2010). Hence, FLE co-creation is likely
to improve the technical quality of the NS in terms of superior
service value relative to customer expectations. Similarly, as
FLEs are critical for service delivery, their participation in
decision making during the NSDP may also have direct repercussions on the functional quality of the service experience in
terms of improved provision processes. In this respect,
Cadwallader et al. (2010) argue that FLEs’ participation in
service design improves their qualification to perform the
NS, as well as improving the quality of the provision process.
Based on their previous experience, FLEs can achieve a superior understanding of NS delivery process specifications, and
can then anticipate the type of support systems that may be
required to improve the NS provision (Melton and Hartline
2010; Schneider and Bowen 1984; Umashankar et al. 2011).
Accordingly, FLE co-creation is expected to contribute to the
technical and functional quality of the NS, as well as to lowering the frequency of complaints (Jayasimha et al. 2007;
Umashankar et al. 2011). Therefore:
H7: FLE co-creation directly and positively affects NS
quality.
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NSD speed and NS quality
Recent studies in the innovation literature, mainly referring to
product innovation, have focused on innovation process speed
and new product quality as forerunners of innovation performance (Carbonell and Rodriguez 2006, 2010; Carbonell et al.
2009; McNally et al. 2011), as well as on the innovation speed–
quality relationship (Chen et al. 2005; Lukas and Menon 2004;
Stanko et al. 2012). In this respect, the literature presents conflicting results regarding the speed–quality interface, which has
not been previously analyzed in the context of service innovation co-creation. Some authors consider that rapid innovation
may be detrimental to quality, especially when speed is made
the prime objective for the firm, suggesting that deadline pressures would result in fewer checks on the innovation process
(Chen et al. 2005). Indeed, such pressures can also trigger stress
behaviors in the staff, which may also adversely affect the quality of the innovation process (Lukas et al. 2002). Other authors
suggest that the relationship between innovation speed and quality may be an inverted U-shape (Lukas and Menon 2004).
Hence, too much and too little speed can lead to the NS having
lower quality. A third group of authors believe that there is a
positive relationship between NSD speed and NS quality. In
particular, they argue that NSD speed means that the offer is
more up-to-date, as the process is able to both incorporate the
latest technical advances and respond to the latest needs of the
market in terms of what and how is offered (Carbonell et al.
2012; Kessler and Bierly 2002). Under this assumption, only
in very extreme cases with very short development times would
quality be affected negatively. Also, a reasonable development
speed helps to enhance focus and discipline in the development
effort, reinforcing the quality of the innovation being developed
(Lukas and Menon 2004; Stanko et al. 2012).
From this third perspective, Stanko et al. (2012) demonstrate
that faster innovation processes allow the ready incorporation of
both market information and customer feedback, thus improving
the innovation quality. As a result of NSD speed, firms can
provide in advance a service offering that is adapted to the
market demands and preferences and which is perceived as
clearly different from any alternative offered by the competition
(Alam 2006; Lin and Germain 2004); in sum, of higher quality
from the customers’ viewpoint. Stated more formally:
H8: NSD speed directly and positively affects NS quality.

NS quality and NS market performance
The relationship between NS quality and NS market performance in terms of sales, profits, and market share has been
dealt with extensively in the service innovation literature
(Atuahene-Gima 1996; Avlonitis et al. 2001; Cooper et al.
1994; de Brentani 1991, 2001; Storey and Easingwood
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1996, 1998). Greater NS quality yields an improved NS market performance by offering the final customer superior value
and a better service experience, which in turn supports improved sales volume and market share (Ngo and O’Cass
2013), and allows premium prices to be charged, which leads
to higher profits (Zhou et al. 2008). Similarly, de Brentani and
Ragot (1996) also find that professional service firms that
promise and deliver excellent service outcomes from the customer’s perspective do achieve improved success, which has
been further confirmed in recent studies (Santos-Vijande et al.
2013a). Hence, we posit:
H9: NS quality directly and positively affects NS market
performance.

Routes’ mediating effects
The conceptual model in this study, supported by the literature, shows the direct impact of FLE co-creation in five different performance measures; however, the two performance
routes considered also indicate the presence of mediating effects that have not been extensively researched. Thus, from a
broad perspective, the resources route and the operational
route mediate the effect of FLE co-creation on the NS market
performance, reflecting in each case a double mediating effect
exerted, respectively, by FLE outcomes and customer outcomes (resources route), and by NSD speed and NS quality
(operational route). Additionally, within each respective route,
two further mediating effects can be observed, and which are
exerted in the resources route by FLE outcomes (FLE cocreation→FLE outcomes→customer outcomes) and customer outcomes (FLE outcomes→customer outcomes→NS market outcomes), and in the operational route by NSD speed
(FLE co-creation→NSD speed→NS quality) and NS quality
(NSD speed→NS quality→NS market outcomes).
The Service-Profit Chain model (Heskett et al. 1994) provides a conceptual support for the mediating effect of the
resources route as a whole, as well as for the two intermediate
mediating effects. The Service-Profit Chain depicts a chain of
effects from the internal service quality (which is intrinsically
related to employee support and recognition, among other
factors) to more satisfied employees who provide better services, that is, a more satisfactory service experience for the
customer, which ultimately leads to improved service market
performance. FLE co-creation involves valuation, recognition
and empowerment of employees, and may therefore trigger
the chain of effects through the FLEs’ satisfaction to both
customer outcomes (simple mediation) and to the NS market
performance (double mediation). Chi and Gursoy (2009) find
that customer satisfaction fully mediates the impact of employee satisfaction on service financial performance, which
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supports the mediating role of customer outcomes in the FLE
outcomes–NS market performance relationship.
The operational route double-mediating effect is supported in
the notion that key service-intrinsic characteristics, such as NSD
speed and NS technical quality, influence NS market outcomes
(Tatikonda and Montoya-Weiss 2001). In this respect, Carbonell
et al. (2009) find that NS quality and NSD speed fully mediate
the impact of customer co-creation in NS market performance.
To the extent of our knowledge, the mediating effect of NSD
speed in the FLE co-creation–NS quality relationship has not
been previously tested. However, given that FLE co-creation
allows a more accurate definition of customers’ needs, thereby
leading to improved NS quality (direct effect, H7), it can also be
argued that FLE co-creation allows faster satisfaction of potential market needs relative to the competition, which reinforces
the customers’ perception of service quality and substantiates
the mediating effect of NSD speed. Finally, Stanko et al.
(2012) do not find a direct relationship between speed to market
and new product profitability, this relationship is mediated by
new product quality. This evidence supports the mediating role
of NS quality in the NS speed–NS market performance relationship. Accordingly, the following hypotheses are posed:
H10: IFLE co-creation impacts indirectly, mediated by FLE
outcomes and customer outcomes (resources route), on
NS market performance: (a) FLE outcomes mediate the
indirect effect of FLE co-creation on customer outcomes, and (b) customer outcomes mediate the indirect
effect of FLE outcomes on NS market performance.
H11: FLE co-creation impacts indirectly, mediated by NSD
speed and NS quality (process route), on NS market
performance: (a) NSD speed mediates the indirect effect of FLE co-creation on NS quality, and (b) NS
quality mediates the indirect effect of NSD speed on
NS market performance.

Methods
Sample and data collection
We tested the conceptual model using a sample of KIBS.
These firms, as intermediaries and input providers for many
other economic agents’ innovation processes, constitute one
of the main engines for future growth in developed countries
(European Commission 2012; Javalgi et al. 2011; Shearmur
and Doloreux 2013; Tai-Shan et al. 2013). To carry out the
empirical study, we used the SABI (Iberian Balance Analysis
System) database to pinpoint the target population. The
NACE codes that we considered for identifying KIBS sectors
were the same that the European Monitoring Centre of
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Change (EMCC 2005) uses in its studies. A stratified random
sampling procedure identified a population of 1587 firms with
more than 10 workers. Data were collected using a structured
questionnaire.
This investigation belongs to a broader study about operations
of service firms which made advisable the consideration of General Managers and Managing Directors as key informants. General Managers and Managing Directors represent executive positions that receive information from a wide variety of departments or areas within the company; thus it is reasonable to think
that these respondents were knowledgeable and competent to
provide information about their firm’s activities and performance
outcomes (Arnold et al. 2011; Ordanini and Parasuraman 2011;
Thorpe and Morgan 2007). Data from other managers below the
top level may also Bhave validity issues because such managers
generally do not have access to information about how the total
system operates^ (O’Cass and Weerawardena 2010, p. 575).
Moreover, our informants have been employed in their respective
firms, on average, for more than 9.5 years. The use of similar key
informants with similar levels of influence also increases the
validity of the measurements of the variables (Aragón-Correa
et al. 2007). Furthermore, most of the KIBS firms included in
the study have fewer than 250 employees, and can therefore be
regarded as small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). In this
type of organization, senior management’s level of access to and
control of strategic information can be considered to be very
high, which was further confirmed during the pre-test of the
questionnaire among 14 KIBS firms.
Key informants were asked to provide detailed information
about a relevant or significant NS development project undertaken by their firm in the preceding 3 years (Carbonell and
Rodríguez 2010; Joshi and Sharma 2004; Santamaría et al.
2012; Stanko et al. 2012). The project’s relevance guarantees
that the NS involved a certain innovative effort, which favors
the respondents recall as well as knowledge of the NS at toplevel management. The time frame ensures the quality of the
information acquired, that is, that the firm had sufficient data
on the resulting performance outcomes. Moreover, the questionnaire clearly indicated to the respondents that the section
about service innovation practices would entail providing information about a specific NS development and that, in case
they were not familiar with these practices, this section should
be answered by the most suitable person in the firm to provide
this information. In this case, the name and position in the
organization of the new respondent was required. Only four
questionnaires were answered by a different informant, mainly the manager in charge of the project, so we were confident
that in the remaining sample firms the General Manager or
Managing Director was familiar with the NS development. In
a similar vein, Melton and Hartline (2013) point out the difficulty of identifying the executives responsible for NS development and compile a list of key contacts likely to have responsibility for and extensive knowledge of service
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innovation activities in organizations, including each firm’s
president, among others.
KIBS managers also evaluated the NS performance among
customers. KIBS, as business firms offering complex services,
develop very close relationships with their customers as part
of their standard service-providing procedures (Thakor and
Kumar 2000). Consequently, KIBS managers are capable of
a more solidly founded assessment of results among their
customers in a specific period. Most of the firms in the sampled companies were ISO 9001:2000 certified, which ensures
that they have in place iterative procedures for evaluating their
customers’ and employees’ satisfaction and performance, as it
is required for this certification. Moreover, studies in the service innovation literature frequently measure variables such as
NS quality (Ngo and O’Cass 2013) or new product quality
(Stanko et al. 2012) as perceived by managers.
Each firm was contacted by telephone to: (1) give prenotification of the purpose, relevance, and execution of the
research, (2) determine the firm’s initial availability and suitability to participate in academic research, and (3) verify the
key informant’s name, position, and contact details. This procedure resulted in the removal of 351 firms from the sample.
The most common reasons were the cessation of activity due
to the recent economic crisis, inaccuracies in the firm’s data,
and resistance to collaborating in an external investigation.
The questionnaires were sent by e-mail, fax, or ordinary mail
according to each respondent’s preference. The delivery was
followed up by contacting the firm again, twice if necessary, to
ensure that the questionnaire had been received, and to increase the response rate.
A total of 246 valid responses were obtained, equivalent to
a response rate of 19.9% (of the 1236 questionnaires sent out).
Organizations that did not complete the questionnaire indicated lack of time as the main reason. The firms in the sample
were distributed by sector as follows: (1) IT services: 17.07%
(NACE code 72); (2) management, legal, or accounting consultancies: 11.38% (NACE codes 74.11, 74.12, and 74.14);
(3) engineering, architecture, and environmental consultancies: 40.65% (NACE code 74.20); (4) market research, advertising, and personnel recruitment and training consultancies:
7.72% (NACE codes 74.13, 74.4, and 74.5); and (5) miscellaneous business activities: 23.18% (NACE code 74.8). There
were no responses in the R&D sector (NACE code 73).
We also tested the mean responses of all the manifest variables of the survey instrument. Assessments carried out with
Armstrong and Overton (1977) approach revealed that there
were no significant differences between early (first quartile)
and late (fourth quartile) respondents and, therefore, nonresponse bias cannot be considered a major concern in our
study (Stanko et al. 2012).
Among the 246 KIBS firms participating in this study, 101
firms reported to have developed an NS project that involved
the active collaboration of FLEs with the firm’s internal
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development team along the different stages of the NSDP. Accordingly, only these firms answered the co-creation subsection
of the questionnaire, so that the conceptual model was tested
with this 101-firm subsample. In this respect, the literature acknowledges that service co-creation is in no way a straightforward activity and identifies several potential obstacles to FLE
co-creation that may prevent these practices in KIBS (SantosVijande et al. 2013b). However, the lower number of responses
raises the possibility of self-selection bias, especially because,
in most cases, a single informant was considered in each firm.
For this reason, we compared demographic characteristics of
the 101-firm subsample (industry sector, seniority of the firm
and the number of employees) with those of all the responding
firms (Cuddeback et al. 2004; Hwang and Grant 2011). The
results showed minimal differences in these indicators. Thus,
only a slightly higher representation (confidence level, 90%) of
larger companies and consulting firms in engineering, architecture, and environmental issues was obtained.
We also attempted to control for the problem of common
method variance by means of procedural and statistical techniques. Thus, we initially addressed the minimization of common method variance through study design (Hansen et al.
2013; Podsakoff et al. 2003, 2012): first, we included a psychological separation between predictor and criterion variables to prevent respondents to establish a causal relationship
between these variables; second, we allowed respondents to
preserve their anonymity when participating in the study;
third, we also emphasized that no right or wrong answers
exist, and that respondents should answer the survey questions
as honestly as possible; fourth, we refined and improved item
wording during the pre-test.
With reference to the statistical remedies applied (Hansen
et al. 2013; Pavlou et al. 2007; Podsakoff et al. 2003, 2012),
we first carried out Harman’s single-factor test and found that
no single factor accounted for more than 30% of the variance,
which is below the 50% threshold set by Podsakoff and Organ
(1986). Second, as Harman’s single-factor test has insufficient
sensitivity to identify small to moderate levels of common
method variance (Malhotra et al. 2006), we employed a modified test based on Lindell and Whitney’s (2001) markervariable technique. This is a suggested procedure for economizing survey items, as we did not measure ex ante an unrelated construct (Pavlou and Gefen 2005; Pavlou et al. 2007).
In this regard, the firms’ orientation to establish strategic alliances is used as a weakly related marker variable (Kandemir
et al. 2006), represented by the item: Bour firm seeks to establish strategic alliances for the commercialization of its service
offer.^ The marker variable was included in the structural
equation model and the variance of any of the dependent variables did not significantly increase. Furthermore, the average
correlation between the marker variable and the constructs of
the structural equation model is 0.084 and the average significance is 0.446 (bilateral), which is above the threshold of 0.05
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(bilateral) and 0.01 (bilateral) necessary to consider correlations as significant. The use of procedural remedies, together
with the statistical tests carried out, led us to conclude that
common method variance was not a problem in this study.
Measurement scales
We used multi-item scales to measure the constructs under analysis, and we used reflective indicators as measures of the model’s variables. These scales are presented
in full detail in the Appendix: Measurement scales. The
perceptual responses for the constructs were measured
using a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 = strongly
disagree to 7=strongly agree.
There is no consensus in the literature regarding the configuration of the NSDP or the number of stages that it must
include; neither is there agreement about the possible similarities or differences between the processes of developing new
products and services (Alam 2006). With these issues in mind,
for this study we opted to consider six key stages in the NSDP.
This choice was inspired by the earlier work of Alam (2002)
and embraces the same phases considered in subsequent studies (Carbonell et al. 2009; Melton and Hartline 2010): idea
generation, idea selection, business analysis, service and process development, market test, and market launch. To evaluate
the extent of FLE co-creation in the NSDP, for each stage we
asked about the richness and depth of FLEs’ collaboration,
using the following three items: (1) frequent meetings, (2)
active participation in the development team, and (3) detailed
consultations (Alam 2002; Gruner and Homburg 2000; Melton and Hartline 2010; Ordanini and Parasuraman 2011). In
this study, FLE co-creation is conceptualized as a secondorder reflective construct. Therefore, service innovation cocreation is considered to occur if an extensive collaboration
with FLEs is achieved during all the stages of the NSDP.
To determine the effects of NS co-creation on FLEs, we
designed an original scale inspired by the work of Cadwallader
et al. (2010), Melton and Hartline (2013), and Umashankar
et al. (2011). These authors analyze the benefits of FLE cocreation and their findings reinforce the idea that this process
is satisfying and motivating for FLEs themselves, leading to a
more positive perception of the innovation process and the
service innovation. Thus, the FLE outcomes scale assesses
the degree to which the co-created NS improves FLEs’ satisfaction, acts as a motivating stimulus for these employees, fosters their creativity and commitment, and contributes to their
development of the firm’s common knowledge.
Taking as referents recent studies on NS success (Carbonell
et al. 2009; Hsu and Fang 2009; Lynn et al. 2000; Ngo and
O’Cass 2013; Ottenbacher et al. 2006; Ottenbacher and Harrington 2008), the customer outcomes scale focuses on the
customer’s satisfaction, loyalty, enhanced firm image, and
leadership as a consequence of the NS. The scale used to
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measure the NS market outcomes refers to NS sales, market
share, and profits relative to the firm’s objectives for the NS
project, since relative measures facilitate the comparison of
different innovation projects (Carbonell et al. 2009).
Innovation speed is defined as the pace of progress that a
firm displays in innovating and commercializing a new offer.
It describes a firm’s capability to accelerate the activities and
tasks that occur through the development process of an innovation (Carbonell et al. 2009; Chen et al. 2005). NSD speed
was measured by means of three items taken from previous
studies: time effectiveness (i.e., launching the NS on or ahead
of schedule), time efficiency (doing the project faster than
other competing alternatives), and time compared to what
was considered customary for the industry (i.e., the ability to
successfully carry out the NSDP in an agile and fast way)
(Carbonell et al. 2009; Menor et al. 2002).
NS quality was measured from a technical and functional
viewpoint, analyzing the extent to which the NS delivers superior customer value and the NS provision process minimizes failures and is performed in a superior way than competitors (Carbonell et al. 2009; Menor et al. 2002). In a similar
vein to our approach, Ngo and O’Cass (2013) measure service
quality using three items that encompass the technical and
functional quality of the NS.
This study includes as control variables the type of customer
participating in the co-creation process (e.g., Menor et al. 2002),
as well as the NS synergy with the firm’s resources (e.g., Huang
and Tsai 2014). These control variables are expected to vary and
to have potential direct effects on the five endogenous latent
variables included in the model (Fig. 1). In this sense, a distinct
feature of this study is that sample firms were asked to provide
information about a NS co-created simultaneously with their
FLEs and a customer firm. Thus, for example, NS co-creation
in Futuver and ITK took place with the active collaboration in
the NSDP of each firm’s FLEs and a customer firm: Prodintec
and E.ON Spain, respectively. Innovation co-creation with FLEs
and firm’s customers also takes place in Fluor on regular basis,
although the company declined to provide detailed information
in this respect. The conceptual model in this study refers to the
potential benefits derived from FLEs co-creation. However, as
we had available the profile of the customer firm also participating in NS co-creation, the type of customer is introduced as a
control variable in the conceptual model.
The interest and ability to participate in co-creation processes vary greatly from one customer to another (Vernette
and Hamdi-Kidar 2013). Even for those firms that have millions of potential customers, only a few will have a real desire
to engage in innovation processes, or indeed, will have the
skills to do so successfully (Etgar 2008; O’Hern and
Rindfleisch 2010). Gruner and Homburg (2000) and Hoyer
et al. (2010) present a typology of customers who may be
more willing and able to engage in co-creation which, in both
cases, includes the figure of Blead user customers.^ Based on
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these two works, we formulated the type of customer scale,
which reflects lead users’ characteristics in the customer firms.
A key factor in NS success is the synergy between the
requirements of the NS and the resources of the firm (Melton
and Hartline 2010). The literature confirms that new industrial
service offerings that benefit from the firm’s operating
strengths and marketing facilities have a greater chance for
success (Cooper and de Brentani 1991; de Brentani 1991;
Ottenbacher et al. 2006). Based on these previous works, the
NS synergy scale used in our study is shown in the Appendix:
Measurement scales.
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Table 1

First-order and second-order measurement models

Factor
FLE CO-CREATION (FLE_C)
Idea generation (IG)
IG1

0.937

IG3

0.940

Idea selection (IS)
IS1

Results

Measurement model
The analysis carried out for the measurement model (reliability, convergent validity, and discriminant validity) suggests
that all items are correct indicators of the latent variables.
Indeed, for the first-order latent variables, as shown in Table 1,
all loadings are above the threshold of 0.6, and the associated
t-statistic is statistically significant (Anderson and Gerbing
1988; Hulland 1999). The level of statistical significance for
the associated t-statistic is computed by means of a bootstrap
resampling method of 500 subsamples, with the same number
of cases as in the original sample (Henseler et al. 2009). The
values of the average variance extracted (AVE) range between
58.2 and 93.5%, and the values of the composite reliability
index (CR) range from 0.735 to 0.977, thus indicating a satisfactory reliability for the latent variables (Bagozzi and Yi
1988). As confirmation of the existence of discriminant validity, for each pair of latent variables the square root of AVE
exceeded correlations between the latent variables (Fornell
and Larcker 1981). The correlation matrix, means, standard

0.760
0.959

IG2

0.841
0.970

IS2

0.965

IS3

0.913

Business analysis (BA)
BA1

In this study, we employed the partial least squares (PLS)
approach for structural equation modeling (SEM), using the
statistical package SmartPLS 3 (Ringle et al. 2014). We
opted for the use of PLS-SEM over the statistical
covariance-based methodologies for the following reasons
(Barroso et al. 2010; Chin and Newsted 1999; Hair et al.
2011; Reinartz et al. 2009; Wold 1985): (1) because of the
explorative nature of the study, where the emphasis is on the
development of new theory; (2) because the number of observations is relatively small (the sample has 101 cases) and
PLS does not require a large dataset; and (3) as PLS is a
nonparametric technique, the data do not necessarily need to
have a normal distribution. In the following, according to
the methodological procedures suggested by Chin (1998),
Hair et al. (2011), and Marcoulides and Saunders (2006),
we a priori examine the measurement model results and then
proceed with the analysis of the structural model.

Loadinga AVE

0.789
0.961

BA2

0969

BA3

0.932

Service and process development (S&PD)
S&PD1

0.770
0.943

S&PD2

0.931

S&PD3

0.910

Market test (MKT)
MKT1

0.671
0.968

MKT2

0.963

MKT3

0.969

Market launch (MKL)
MKL1

0.608
0.950

MKL2

0.952

MKL3

0.944

FLE OUTCOMES (FLEO)
FLEO1

0.909

FLEO3

0.895

FLEO4

0.872

0.890

CO3

0.804

0.873

NSD_S3

0.885

0.734

NS_Q3

0.863

NS MARKET PERFORMANCE (NS_MP)
NS_MP1
0.946
NS_MP2

0.954

NS_MP3

0.954

NS_MP4

0.911

TC2
NS SYNERGY (NS_SY)
NS_SY1
NS_SY2

0.744
0.945

90.1%

0.965

0.950

91.0%

0.968

0.954

86.2%

0.949

0.928

93.5%

0.977

0.967

90.0%

0.964

0.949

77.9%

0.934

0.883

71.2%

0.881

0.844

69.7%

0.862

0.835

63.0%

0.836

0.794

88.7%

0.969

0.941

76.9%

0.869

0.877

58.2%

0.735

0.763

0.778

NS_Q2

TYPE OF CUSTOMER (TC)
TC1

0.880
0.962

0.701

NSD_S2
NS QUALITY (NS_Q)
NS_Q1

55.4%
89.3%

0.836

CO1
NSD SPEED (NSD_S)
NSD_S1

sqrt AVE

0.852

FLEO2

CUSTOMER OUTCOMES (CO)
CO1

CR

0.886
0.868
0.794
0.730

a

The criteria employed in PLS-SEM to consider an indicator to be suitable for a measurement scale is that of Chin (1998), Hair et al. (2011) and
Hansen et al. (2013)
AVE average variance extracted, CR composite reliability, sqrt square root
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Descriptive statistics and correlations
Mean S.D.

1

2

3

4

5

1. IG

4.436

2.055 0.945

2. IS

4.254

1.995 0.712** 0.950

3. BA

3.786

2.073 0.457** 0.534**

0.954

4. S&PD

4.954

1.799 0.582** 0.695**

0.464** 0.928

8

3.465

2.171 0.322

0.394

0.551** 0.321**

6. MKL

3.858

2.129 0.221*

0.312**

0.505** 0.320**

0.464**

0.949

7. FLEO

5.196

1.081 0.282** 0.210*

0.022

0.184

0.098

0.883

0.044

0.180

0.521** 0.844

9. NSD_S
10. NS_Q

5.723
4.993
5.422

**

0.979 0.287
1.318 0.144
1.111

*

0.208

*

**

7

5. MKT

8. CO

**

6

0.193
*

0.046

*

0.213

10

11

12

13

0.967

0.230

0.278

0.121

0.137

0.224

0.404** 0.346** 0.835

0.159

0.073

0.170

0.095

0.195

0.584** 0.460** 0.606** 0.794
0.487** 0.419** 0.538** 0.450**

*

**

0.135

9

*

11. NS_MP 4.420

1.349 0.203

0.216

0.086

0.045

0.141

0.113

12. TC

5.227

1.416 0.050

0.044

−0.081

0.055

−0.071

−0.107

13. NS_SY

5.619

1.003 0.157

0.131

0.019

0.072

0.196*

0.088

0.179

0.189

0.071

0.093

0.257** 0.448** 0.272** 0.443**

0.941
−0.073

0.877

0.203* 0.021 0.763

Square root of the average variance extracted (AVE) is in italics on the diagonal. Correlations are below the diagonal. The calculations of the correlation
coefficients used the mean of the scores of the indicators that make up each of the latent variables
IG idea generation, IS idea selection, BA business analysis, S&PD service and process development, MKT market test, MKL market launch, FLEO
frontline employee outcomes, CO customer outcomes, NSD_S new service development speed, NS_Q new service quality, NS_MP new service market
performance, TC type of customer, NS_SY new service synergy, S.D. standard deviation

deviations, and square root of the AVE of the thirteen firstorder latent variables are presented in Table 2.
The higher-order latent variable, that is, FLE co-creation,
was created following a repeated indicators approach (Wetzels
et al. 2009). By using this procedure, the second-order latent
variable is specified with all (18) underlying indicators of the
six first-order latent variables: idea generation, idea selection,
business analysis, service and process development, market
test, and market launch. The AVE and CR of the higherorder latent variable are included in Table 1. The AVE is
55.4%, and the CR is 0.880. As is also shown in Table 1,
loadings of the first-order latent variables on the secondorder latent variable exceed 0.6, and the associated t-statistic
is statistically significant. Finally, all measures were found to
be reliable, as they exceeded the limits for acceptance.
One additional test was carried out to examine the reflective or formative nature of FLE co-creation: the vanishing
tetrad test. Our approach coincides with the following extract
in which Bthe assumption underlying the reflective model is
that the correlations between the error terms, δi, are zero. The
vanishing tetrad test confirms whether or not this is true^
(Coltman et al. 2008, p. 1254). Hence, we ran a vanishing
tetrad test with the TETRAD IV program (Glymour et al.
2004) as well as with SmartPLS 3 (Ringle et al. 2014), using
Bollen and Ting’s (1993) approach. The empirical results in
both cases lend support to the reflective measurement model
of FLE co-creation. More specifically, for SmartPLS3 the parameter value H0:τ=0 is in the Bonferroni-adjusted confidence interval. In this regard, the Confirmatory Tetrad Analysis (CTA) in PLS does not reject H0 and, therefore, there is
evidence for the reflective measurement model specification

for FLE co-creation (Table 3) (Coltman et al. 2008; Gudergan
et al. 2008; Wilden et al. 2013). The result of this test as a
whole, together with theoretical and empirical considerations
of Bollen and Ting (1993), Coltman et al. (2008), Glymour
et al. (2004), Gudergan et al. (2008), and Wilden et al. (2013),
suggests that FLE co-creation is better measured reflectively.
Structural model
Having successfully tested the measurement models, we
proceeded to evaluate the structural model (Chin 1998). Table 4
presents (1) the path coefficients, along with the value of the tstatistic, (2) the coefficient of determination (R2) (Falk and
Miller 1992), and (3) the Stone-Geisser criterion (Q2) (Geisser
1975; Stone 1974). Also, because we are working with a small
sample (101 cases), a post-hoc power analysis was performed
(Carbonell et al. 2009; Marcoulides and Saunders 2006). This
power analysis was carried out with the statistical package G+
Power 3 (Faul et al. 2007), which allowed us to determine that
for the structural model and the sample we work, the power
value is 0.85 (α=0.05 and f2=0.15), which exceeds the criterion of 0.80 recommended by Cohen (1988). The t-statistic was
calculated using a bootstrap method that analyzes the level of
significance of the path coefficients (Henseler et al. 2009). We
also employed the Falk and Miller (1992) criteria, so that the R2
for each of the latent dependent variables is not below 0.10.
Table 4 shows that the R2 values for FLE outcomes (R2 =
0.132), customer outcomes (R2 =0.406), NSD speed (R2 =
0.126), NS quality (R2 =0.485), and NS market performance
(R2 =0.282) exceed the critical level stated above. Working
with similar R2 values can be found in the literature (Carbonell

−0.411
−1.654
−0.339
−2.248
−4.332
−0.530
−5.006
−1.868
−6.272

6.436
6.338
6.554
1.449
2.532
8.003
3.086
1.972
0.202
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This table was elaborated from the SmartPLS 3 output, taking into account Coltman et al. (2008), Gudergan et al. (2008), and Wilden et al. (2013)

3.006
3.006
3.006
3.006
3.006
3.006
3.006
3.006
3.006
0.006
0.006
0.006
0.006
0.006
0.006
0.006
0.006
0.006
5.572
5.330
5.685
0.983
1.666
6.927
2.065
1.488
−0.614
0.452
−0.647
0.530
−1.872
−3.466
0.546
−3.986
−1.384
−5.456
0.053
0.021
0.096
−0.003
0.008
0.112
0.053
−0.009
−0.128
2.692
1.778
2.795
0.655
0.782
2.712
0.674
0.067
2.937
1.139
1.329
1.146
0.615
1.142
1.419
1.346
0.639
1.077
1.139
1.329
1.146
0.615
1.142
1.419
1.346
0.639
1.077
3.012
2.342
3.108
−0.399
−0.900
3.737
−0.960
0.052
−3.035
3.066
2.363
3.204
−0.403
−0.892
3.848
−0.907
0.043
−3.163
τCo-creation, 3614
τCo-creation, 3642
τCo-creation, 3426
τCo-creation, 3645
τCo-creation, 3612
τCo-creation, 3625
τCo-creation, 3415
τCo-creation, 3452

τCo-creation, 3641

Sample
mean
estimate (M)
Original
sample
estimate (O)
Model
implied
non-redundant
vanishing
tetrad

Table 3

Results from confirmatory tetrad analysis

Standard
deviation
(S.D.)

Bootstrap
estimated
standard
error (S.E.)

t-value
(|O/S.E.|)

Bias

Confidence
interval
low

Confidence
interval
high

Bonferroni
adjustment α

z(1-α)

Adjusted
confidence
interval
low

Adjusted
confidence
interval up
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et al. 2009). We also analyzed Q2 values, which vary between
0.055 and 0.264 (Table 4), suggesting acceptable levels of predictive relevance (Chin and Newsted 1999). Furthermore, a
global criterion of goodness-of-fit (GoF) for structural equation
models in PLS (Tenenhaus et al. 2005, p. 173), defined Bas the
geometric mean of the average communality and the average
R2,^should also be computed. For the complete model (Table 2),
a GoF value of 0.480 was obtained, which allows us to conclude
that the model performs well (Wetzels et al. 2009).
When analyzing the hypothesized relationships in the proposed model (Tables 4 and 5), the results provided no support
for the first hypothesis (H1) because the effect of FLE cocreation on NS market performance is non-significant (path
coefficient=0.063; t-statistic=0.736). In order to better understand this result, we analyzed the indirect effects of FLE cocreation on NS market performance following the resources
route and the operational route.
With reference to the resources route (H2–H5) (Table 4),
results show that the influence of FLE co-creation on FLE
outcomes is significant (H2: path coefficient=0.181; t-statistic=2.074; p<0.05). However, in analyzing the effect of FLE
co-creation on customer outcomes, the expected causal relationship was not significant (H3: path coefficient=0.079; tstatistic=1.027). This was so even though the literature states
that FLE co-creation allows incorporating into the NSDP
valuable market information, which has a positive effect on
the service innovation performance among customers
(Cadwallader et al. 2010; Korhonen and Kaarela 2011). In
the resources route, H4 was confirmed; thus, FLE outcomes
positively influence customer outcomes (path coefficient=
0.402; t-statistic=4.355; p<0.01). The final effect hypothesized within the resources route, the direct impact of customer
outcomes on NS market performance (H5) was also supported
(path coefficient=0.302; t-statistic=2.297; p<0.05).
In testing the mediating effects hypothesized for the resources route (Table 5), we followed Preacher and Hayes
(2008) and Hayes et al. (2011) and bootstrapped the sampling
distribution of the indirect effect (Hair et al. 2014). We found
that the influence of FLE co-creation on NS market performance is not double-mediated by FLE outcomes and customer
outcomes (H10), being the indirect effect for this double mediation 0.022 (0.181×0.402×0.302), and the t-statistic associated
being statistically non-significant. Furthermore, within this route
two additional simple mediating effects were also assessed. On
the one hand, we find that the indirect effect on the relationship
FLE co-creation→FLE outcomes→NS customer outcomes is
0.073 (0.181×0.402), and that the associated test statistic is
statistically significant (2.147; p<0.05) (H10a). On the other
hand, results indicate that the indirect effect on the relationship
FLE outcomes→customer outcomes→NS market performance is 0.121 (0.402×0.302), and the associated test statistic
is also statistically significant (1.983; p<0.05) (H10b). Therefore, this study confirms that FLE outcomes as well as customer
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Structural model results

Paths specified

Standardized coefficients

t-value bootstrapa

Control relationships
Type of customer→FLE outcomes
Type of customer→Customer outcomes
Type of customer→NS market performance
Type of customer→NSD speed
Type of customer→NS quality
NS Synergy→FLE outcomes
NS Synergy→Customer outcomes
NS Synergy→NS market performance
NS Synergy→NSD speed
NS Synergy→NS quality
Model relationships
H1: FLE co-creation→NS market performance
H2: FLE co-creation→FLE outcomes
H3: FLE co-creation→Customer outcomes
H4: FLE outcomes→Customer outcomes
H5: Customer outcomes→NS market performance
H6: FLE co-creation→NSD speed
H7: FLE co-creation→NS quality
H8: NSD speed→NS quality
H9: NS quality→NS market performance
Latent variable
FLE outcomes
Customer outcomes
NSD speed
NS quality
NS market performance

0.179
0.099
−0.165
0.070
0.059
0.234
0.344
−0.105
0.239
0.293

1.694*
1.194n.s
1.719*
0.663n.s.
0.736n.s.
2.000**
3.069**
0.726n.s.
2.231**
3.612***

0.063
0.181
0.079
0.402
0.302

0.736n.s.
2.074**
1.027n.s.
4.355***
2.297**

0.221
0.023
0.543
0.348
R2
0.132
0.406
0.126

2.500**
0.298n.s.
8.309***
3.144***
Q2
0.085
0.264
0.055

0.485
0.282

0.256
0.238

n.s. non-significant
***
a

p<0.01; ** p<0.05; * p<0.10

The t-value bootstrap is computed using 500 subsamples (Henseler et al. 2009)

outcomes act as full mediators in each of the aforementioned
simple mediating relationships (H10a and H10b).
Regarding the operational route (H6–H9) (Table 4), we
confirmed that FLE co-creation has a positive and significant
effect on NSD speed (H6: path coefficient=0.221; t-statistic=
2.500; p<0.05). We did not confirm the seventh hypothesis,
H7, which states that FLE co-creation influences NS quality
directly and positively (path coefficient=0.023; t-statistic=
0.298). Examining the consequences of NSD speed, we found
that this variable positively affects NS quality (H8: path coefficient=0.543; t-statistic=8.309; p<0.01).4 For the final hypothesized relationship of the operational route, H9, we
4
Responding to a suggestion from one of the reviewers, we also tested
whether NSD speed had a curvilinear effect on NS quality within the
proposed structural model. The empirical results do not confirm this curvilinear relationship (path coefficient=−0.035; t-statistic=0.877).

corroborated that NS quality positively impacts NS market
performance (path coefficient = 0.348; t-statistic = 3.144;
p<0.01).
For testing the mediating effects hypothesized in the operational route (Table 5), we again employed procedures from
Preacher and Hayes (2008) and Hayes et al. (2011), and
bootstrapped the sampling distribution of the indirect effect
(Hair et al. 2014). We confirmed that the impact of FLE cocreation on NS market performance is double-mediated by
NSD speed and NS quality, being the indirect effect for this
double mediation 0.042 (0.221×0.543×0.348), and the associated t-statistic being statistically significant (1.826; p<0.10).
Two remaining simple mediating effects within the operational route were tested. The first simple mediating effect deals
with the indirect effect on the relationship FLE co-creation→
NSD speed→NS quality, which is 0.120 (0.221×0.543), and
the associated test statistic is statistically significant (2.400;
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Table 5
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Routes’ direct, indirect, and total effects
Direct effects
(t-value bootstrap)

Indirect
effects (IE)

Indirect effects
(t-valuea)

Total effects

H1=0.063
(0.736n.s.)

H2*H4*H5=0.022
H3*H5b
Total IE=0.022

1.375n.s
–

n.a.

H10a: FLE co-creation→Customer outcomes
Mediator: FLE outcomes

H3=0.079
(1.027n.s.)

H2*H4=0.073
Total IE=0.073

2.147**

0.073

H10b: FLE outcomes→NS market performance
Mediator: Customer outcomes

–

H4*H5=0.121
Total IE=0.121

1.983**

0.121

H1=0.063
(0.736n.s.)

H6*H8*H9=0.042
H7*H9c
Total IE=0.042

1.826*
–

0.042

H11a:FLE co-creation→NS quality
Mediator: NSD speed

H7=0.023
(0.298n.s.)

H6*H8=0.120
Total IE=0.120

2.400**

0.120

H11b:NSD speed→NS market performance
Mediator: NS quality

–

H8*H9=0.189
Total IE=0.189

2.908***

0.189

Resources route:
H10: FLE co-creation→NS market performance

Simple mediation within the resources route:

Operational route:
H11: FLE co-creation→NS market performance

Simple mediation within the operational route:

n.s. non-significant, n.a. not available as no significant effect is computed
*** p<0.01; ** p<0.05; *p<0.10
a
In the elaboration of the empirical t-value of the indirect effect is divided the original value of the indirect effect by the bootstrapping standard error (Hair
et al. 2014). This implied following Preacher and Hayes (2008) and Hayes et al. (2011), and bootstrap the sampling distribution of the indirect effect (Hair
et al. 2014)
b

This indirect effect could not be computed as H3 has a non-significant effect

c

This indirect effect could not be computed as H7 has a non-significant effect

p<0.05) (H11a). The second simple mediating effect refers to
the indirect effect on the relationship NSD speed→NS quality→NS market performance, which is 0.189 (0.543×0.348),
and the test statistic is statistically significant (2.908; p<0.01)
(H11b). Hence, we observe that NSD speed and NS quality
act as full mediators in each of the simple mediating relationships mentioned above (H11a and H11b).

Conclusions
This study contributes to the service innovation and S-DL literatures by empirically demonstrating that FLE co-creation, understood as NS development with the collaboration of FLEs
across all the stages of the innovation process, contributes to
service innovation performance from an internal and external
perspective. Our model expands prior research, as it reinforces
FLEs’ role as a key knowledge interface along the NSDP, provides a detailed description of how FLE co-creation affects different performance measures not previously considered in the
same study, and allows understanding of how FLE co-creation
effects interrelate and move on, following two different routes.
Thus, the service innovation literature acknowledges the
potential benefits of FLEs’ active participation in the NSDP,

in order to take advantage of their knowledge and abilities and
to improve NS outcomes. Similarly, the principles of the S-DL
underscore the need for effective knowledge transfer mechanisms to allow for operant resource integration in service innovation, which reinforces the need for FLEs’ collaboration in
the creation of NS offerings, that is, in the design of the valuein-use experienced by customers. However, recent research
also recognizes the inherent difficulties in achieving effective
co-creation with FLEs during innovation processes
(Cadwallader et al. 2010) and acknowledges the scant number
of studies on this subject (Melton and Hartline 2010;
Østergaarda et al. 2011; Umashankar et al. 2011). Our research contributes to this gap by exploring the various outcomes of FLE co-creation in a business setting (Ostrom et al.
2011). We next discuss the key implications of this research.
Theoretical implications
Prior research findings show that FLEs’ involvement in the
NSDP has a positive impact on NSD sales and process efficiency
outcomes (Melton and Hartline 2010, 2013), on service innovation volume and radicalness (Ordanini and Parasuraman 2011)
and, in the case of internal service innovations (referring to
changes in practices that help customer service agents deliver
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customer service), on the magnitude of benefits of the innovation
to customer service agents themselves (Umashankar et al. 2011).
In this study, FLE co-creation is analyzed over six stages of
the NSDP, and it is made operational in the conceptual model
as a second-order reflective construct. Thus, a basic premise of
this research, departing from the S-DL view of FLEs as operant resources, is that FLE co-creation involves FLEs’ collaboration in all stages of NSDP. Our research offers strong evidence supporting this conceptualization, and confirms the
view that FLE co-creation exerts a positive and direct effect
on FLE outcomes, which mediate the FLE co-creation–customer outcomes relationship, as well as on NSD speed, which
mediates the effect of FLE co-creation on NS quality. Customer outcomes and NS quality benefit NS market performance,
although results do not confirm the direct effect of FLE cocreation on the latter variable. This finding highlights the importance of the mediating role exerted by the performance
outcomes integrated into the resources and operational routes.
Thus, results indicate that FLEs’ engagement in the NSDP
increases contact employees’ satisfaction and stimulus, fosters
their creativity and commitment to the organization, and improves their contribution to the firm’s common knowledge
(FLE outcomes). Hence, this research is in line with the literature suggesting that FLE co-creation has strong motivating
effects, as it improves the employees’ alignment with the organization’s objectives (Kesting and Ulhøi 2010) and enhances FLE satisfaction (Cadwallader et al. 2010). In this
way, FLE co-creation might also contribute to FLEs’ job satisfaction, preventing job burnout (Singh 2000) and favoring
FLEs’ better shape to contribute to future service innovations,
although these aspects deserve further investigation. In this
respect, Lages and Piercy (2012) demonstrate that FLEs’ job
satisfaction and affective organizational commitment constitute key drivers of the generation of ideas for service improvement. However, according to the former reasoning, job satisfaction could also be a consequence of FLE co-creation.
Moreover, FLE outcomes mediate the impact of FLE cocreation on customer outcomes. FLE co-creation involves these employees’ empowerment and recognition and, therefore,
an organizational climate that triggers FLEs’ satisfaction and
commitment, which in turn leads to greater customer benefits
from the NS. Therefore, FLE co-creation improves customer
outcomes through FLE outcomes, although our empirical
findings do not support the direct relationship between FLE
co-creation and customer outcomes. Nevertheless, from an SDL perspective, these results do not contradict the value of
FLEs as key operant resources that enable firms to define new
and attractive service innovations (Edvardsson et al. 2012;
Vargo and Lusch 2008). FLEs’ input in the NSDP allows
incorporating the latest market requirements as well as refining the service offering in the light of former service failures.
FLE co-creation also allows anticipating the FLEs’ training
needs to maximize the customer’s utility and avoid potential
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problems during the NS provision. In this way, FLEs’ knowledge and skills become highly valuable to satisfy customers’
demands, prevent service failure, and improve FLEs’ training
to provide the NS. All these effects reinforce FLE outcomes
and, in this way, allow enhancing the customers’ service experience. Therefore, in line with prior research (Cadwallader
et al. 2010; Zeithaml et al. 2009), current findings underpin
the critical role of FLEs in service contexts for NS implementation and success among customers. Customer outcomes
prove to foster improved NS market performance, confirming
prior research findings that link customer’s satisfaction, sales,
and profits in the service context. Customer outcomes also
mediate the relationship between FLE outcomes and the NS
market performance. Accordingly, the resources route reveals
a chain of effects that take place from FLE co-creation to NS
market performance and that supports the connection between
employees’ and customers’ constructs contended by the
Service-Profit Chain model (Heskett et al. 1994).
However, contrary to our expectations, the influence of
FLE co-creation on NS market performance is not doublemediated by FLE outcomes and customer outcomes. Thus,
following the resources route, the significant effect of FLE
co-creation concludes in the customer outcomes and does
not achieve NS market performance. Recent research (Kim
2014) analyzes the Service–Profit Chain model, confirming
the positive connection of effects from a positive and motivating working environment to customers’ satisfaction and loyalty. However, to the extent of our knowledge, the significance
of the multiple mediating effects that occur from the firm’s
internal climate to the service market performance has not
been previously tested. Undoubtedly, this issue deserves future research under the perspective of the Service–Profit
Chain Model assessing also the Bover time^ implications of
the relationships analyzed.
The research results confirm the beneficial effects of FLE cocreation from an operational perspective. Thus, as expected, FLE
co-creation enables a more accurate responsiveness to market
needs, avoiding delays and improving NSD speed. These findings are in line with studies that contend the positive effects of
FLE co-creation on NS adoption by FLEs and their willingness
to recommend the NS, which speeds the NS launch and reduces
the time to market. In this way, FLEs prove to be a valuable
knowledge interface to allow firms to keep pace with the rapid
market evolution and to facilitate NS commercialization.
However, FLE co-creation does not exert a direct significant impact on NS quality. This effect is significantly mediated by NSD speed, which means that customers’ perception of
superior NS performance in business markets is conditioned
by the degree to which firms rapidly provide service innovations that incorporate the latest market trends and latent needs.
This evidence contributes to prior research that has demonstrated conflicting results regarding the NSD speed–NS quality relationship. Thus, in line with the findings of Stanko et al.
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(2012), our results indicate that NSD speed allows the ready
incorporation of market information and customer feedback to
develop service innovations with differentiating characteristics that customers value more highly. Contrary to prior research (Lukas and Menon 2004), no evidence of curvilinear
effects is detected in this relationship and, therefore, this result
challenges the existence of trade-offs between speed to market
and quality (Chen et al. 2005).
Similar to previous research in the service innovation literature, this study also confirms that NS quality has positive
impact on NS market performance relative to competition.
NS quality also mediates the impact of NSD speed on NS
market performance, as determined in prior studies (Stanko
et al. 2012). Therefore, within the operational route the two
simple mediating effects hypothesized, exerted by NSD speed
and NS quality, are positively tested.
Empirical evidence confirms that the impact of FLE cocreation on NS market performance is double-mediated by
NSD speed and NS quality. Consequently, the chain of effects
derived from FLE co-creation proves to move on across the
operational route to reach NS market performance. In this regard, the chain of effects in the resources route ultimately benefits the NS customer outcomes, although it does not significantly reach NS market performance. On the contrary, the operational route is the most effective path to impact NS market
performance, which reinforces the view of NSD speed and NS
quality as key forerunners of NS success, and which allows us
to conclude that the stronger effects of FLE co-creation occur
in the operational outcomes of service innovation.
Managerial implications
Service innovation yields service firm benefits that range from
greater sales, expanded market share, and enhanced profits
(Melton and Hartline 2010, 2013) to the improvement of firms’
operations efficiency, cost reductions, or the internal reinforcement of the corporate image, in this way bolstering staff morale
and enhancing the overall organizational fitness (Fitzsimmons
and Fitzsimmons 2000; Sanchez-Hernández and Miranda
2011). Therefore, service innovation constitutes a primary
driver of market and organic growth for service firms (Melton
and Hartline 2010; Ordanini and Parasuraman 2011).
From this perspective, our study offers useful insights and
recommendations for business services managers, particularly
in the KIBS sector. First, this study confirms that FLEs constitute valuable intellectual assets for guiding service innovation from the NS idea generation to market launch in business
services markets. Therefore, service managers that seek to be
best positioned for innovation need to bear in mind that: (1) all
employees are potentially creative individuals, who may have
in-depth and highly context-dependent operational knowledge, as well as relevant network contacts outside the organization which can also be an important source of ideas (Kesting
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and Ulhøi 2010), and (2) innovation can no longer be conceived of as a primarily management driven activity. Accordingly, service executives have to develop an adequate innovative culture that values the potential of their FLEs to make the
NS more marketable and obtain optimal operational results; a
culture that empowers FLEs to actively collaborate in all the
NSDP stages in order to create successful service innovations
from the customers and market viewpoint.
Second, in addition to the existence of an adequate organizational culture, supportive of employees’ contribution to service innovation and tolerant of failure, FLE co-creation needs
time, resources, incentives, and management assistance to really occur. Thus, FLEs’ contribution to the NSDP may suffer
from shortcomings for a number of reasons, such as ideas that
do not fit into the firm’s global strategy, or even internal conflicts among managers and employees regarding their respective status in the organization (Kesting and Ulhøi 2010).
Therefore, service managers have to promote flattened structures for innovation that integrate managers and FLEs to collaborate and share strategic objectives, as well as put in place
the right support systems and processes to achieve these goals.
This involves that service managers have to Bdevelop effective
ways of capturing, sharing, and acting upon FLEs insights
about customer preferences and service delivery process
refinements^ (Melton and Hartline 2013, p. 78).
In this respect, BEmployees First, Customers Second^
(EFCS) has become the determining philosophy for HCL
Technologies in transferring the responsibility for change
and value proposal to FLEs, as well as for growing trust and
transparency between managers and employees. Among the
support systems that manifest this culture of innovation at
HCL is the BValue Portal,^ an employee idea exchange platform intended to channel the innovative energy of grassrootslevel employees to collaborate, innovate, and facilitate the
implementation of their ideas to the customers. The Value
Portal also serves as the interface where HCL employees can
share knowledge, ideas and solutions with employees of customer firms and thus define more accurate value proposals
from the customer firms’ viewpoint (Ramdas and Gajulapalli
2008). In this way, the case of HCL Technologies also illustrates how service innovation is driven by multiple stakeholders (employees and customers) in the KIBS sector.
Finally, based on this study’s findings, service managers can
learn how foster speed to market and NS quality in order to
compete in complex and rapid evolving contexts, such as KIBS
markets. Our results confirm that FLE co-creation exerts an
indirect effect on NS quality through NSD speed, which benefits directly from FLE co-creation. NS synergy with the firm’s
resources, although initially introduced in the study as a control
variable, also proves to improve NSD speed and NS quality.
Therefore, this study reinforces that service innovations that
exploit the firm’s strengths and marketing capabilities achieve
better operational outcomes. NSD speed and NS quality lead to
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an improved NS market performance and, therefore, service
managers must be aware of the need to rapidly incorporate the
market needs into valuable service offerings from the customer’s viewpoint, and acknowledge the role of FLEs in this
process. Similarly, our results reveal that by exploiting FLEs
knowledge during the NSDP service managers can also reinforce FLEs’ satisfaction and commitment to the organization,
which ultimately leads to improved customer outcomes and NS
market performance. Thus, from an S-DL perspective, knowledge is the very essence for service provision; FLEs are operant
resources that gather useful knowledge to produce service innovations and, moreover, FLEs’ collaboration in this process improves NS performance. Accordingly, managers must approach
the NSDP as a key interface for FLEs’ knowledge transfer and,
in doing so, contributing to NS success.
Limitations and further research
This study has a number of limitations that need to be considered in any generalization of its findings. First, the study uses
cross-sectional data. This approach makes it difficult to be
sure that the causal relationships and the mediating effects of
the existing model will not change over time. A longitudinal
study would overcome this limitation and further strengthen
the results.
Second, the constructs were measured from subjective perceptions of a single informant in each firm, which constitutes a
potential source of common method bias. However, using
multiple informants might reduce response rates (Kim and
Cavusgil 2009), and prior research confirms a strong correlation between the data provided by different informants in the
same organization (Homburg et al. 2002). The good results
from the Harman’s single-factor test and the marker variable
technique, as well as the adequate fit of the model analyzed
(Joshi 2010), also support that common method bias has not a
significant role in this study. Nevertheless, although the KIBS
managers in this study proved to be fully knowledgeable of
FLE outcomes and customer outcomes achieved by the NS,
researchers might consider measuring these variables as perceived by customers and FLEs (Ordanini and Parasuraman
2011).
Third, the study uses subjective measures of NS performance. This is common practice in the literature due to firms’
resistance to providing quantitative data about their sales,
profits, and market share; however, future studies would benefit from consideration of objective measures of NS performance and differentiation between short-term and long-term
NS performance indicators (Stanko et al. 2012).
Fourth, the conceptual model was tested using a sample of
101 business firms, which calls for confirmation of the results
through larger studies and in different market settings. The
101-firm subsample considered in this study is similar in observable characteristics to the 246 respondents of the overall
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research; nevertheless, non-response can lead to sample selection bias if a systematic and unobservable difference exists
between respondents and non-respondents (Whitehead et al.
1993). In this respect, the study does not take into account
qualitative measures that may establish differences between
the subsample considered and the global sample.
Future research directions include determining the organizational antecedents to FLE co-creation. In this regard, we
believe that market orientation, internal marketing, and top
management support are variables to be considered in future
conceptual models. Another aspect that merits further examination is the relative contribution of innovation co-creation
with different actors to NS success in business markets, considering the NS performance measures used in this study or
other variables such as innovation volume and radicalness
(Ordanini and Parasuraman 2011). The study of the individual
effects of FLEs’ collaboration in each of the NSD stages can
also enrich understanding of how the benefits of FLE cocreation are generated. Finally, the analysis of the potential
negative effects of FLE co-creation in terms of perceived
workload or organizational conflict also deserve the attention
of future research efforts. We need to understand to a greater
extent which variables are the key drivers and which costs are
the greatest inhibitors of FLE co-creation.
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Appendix: Measurement scales
Frontline employee co-creation (FLE_C)

Ways to
achieve
FLEs’
collaboration
in the NSDP
stages:

Idea
Idea
Business Service and Market
test
generation selection analysis process
development

Market
launch

1. Frequent
meetings
2. Active
participation
in the
development
team
3. Detailed
consultations

IG1

IS1

BA1

S&PD1

MKT1

MKL1

IG2

IS2

BA2

S&PD2

MKT2

MKL2

IG3

IS3

BA3

S&PD3

MKT3

MKL3
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1. Frequent meetings, e.g., BFLEs collaborated in the
‘NSDP stage’ (e.g., idea generation) holding frequent meetings with the organization’s internal team in charge of the NS
development^
2. Active participation in the development team, e.g.,
BFLEs collaborated in the ‘NSDP stage’ (e.g., idea generation)
participating actively in the internal R&D/development team
tasks^
3. Detailed consultations, e.g., BFLEs collaborated in the
‘NSDP stage’ (e.g., idea generation) throughout detailed consultations with the internal R&D/development team^
Frontline employee outcomes (FLEO)
FLEO1=The NS has improved FLEs’ satisfaction.
FLEO2=The NS has served as a stimulus to the FLEs.
FLEO3=The NS has fostered FLEs’ creativity and commitment to the organization.
FLEO4=The NS has fostered FLEs’ development of the
firm’s common knowledge.
Customer outcomes (CO)
CO1=The NS has allowed us to improve the loyalty and satisfaction of our customers.
CO2=The NS has improved the firm’s commercial image.
CO3=The NS helped to reinforce the firm’s competitive leadership in the market.
New service development speed (NSD_S)
NSD_S1=The NS was developed before other competitive
alternatives.
NSD_S2=We were able to successfully carry out the NSDP in
an agile and fast manner.
NSD_S3=The NS was launched ahead of schedule.
New service quality (NS_Q)
NS_Q1=The operation of the NS generates hardly any incidents (complaints, claims, …).
NS_Q2=The quality of the NS, in the way it is provided, is
greater than the competition’s.
NS_Q3=The NS is designed to deliver greater customer value
than competitive alternatives.
New service market performance (NS_MP)
NS_MP1=The NS has exceeded market share goals.
NS_MP2=The NS has exceeded the success targets set by the
firm.
NS_MP3=The NS has exceeded sales targets.
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NS_MP4 = The NS has exceeded financial performance
targets.
Type of customer (TC)
TC1=Customers that usually benefit first from new market
solutions.
TC2=Customers willing to quickly adopt service innovations.
New service synergy with the firm’s resources (NS_SY)
NS_SY1=The firm’s current capabilities and skills were crucial in determining the decision to develop or not the NS.
NS_SY2=The NS was developed due to its complementarity
with the marketing resources of the firm.
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